It is shown that the turbulent d y n a m o -e ect converts magnetic helicity from the turbulent eld to the mean eld when the turbulence is electromagnetic while the magnetic helicity of the mean-eld is transported across space when the turbulence is electrostatic or due to the electron diamagnetic e ect.
Magnetic elds are observed to exist not only in the planets and the stars 1 but essentially everywhere in the universe, such a s t h e i n terstellar medium in galaxies and even in clusters of galaxies 2 . The origin of these cosmical magnetic elds has been explained mainly by dynamo theory 3 , which is one of the most active research areas across multiple subdisciplines of physics. In particular, generation of an electromotive force EMF along a mean eld by turbulence, or the well-known e ect 4 , is an essential process in amplifying large-scale magnetic elds 5 . Experimentally, t h e e ect has been observed in toroidal laboratory plasmas 6 . Recently, there has been growing awareness that a topological constraint on the observed magnetic eld, the conservation of magnetic helicity, m a y p l a y an important role in solar are evolution 7 . This follows the success of Taylor in explaining the observed magnetic structures in laboratory plasmas by conjecturing the same constraint during relaxation 8,9 . Magnetic helicity, a measure of the knottedness"and the twistedness" of magnetic elds 10,11 , is closely related to the dynamo e ect. Indeed, the e ect drives parallel current which t wists up the eld lines, thus increasing magnetic helicity o n l a r g e scales. As a matter of fact, almost all the observed large scale cosmical poloidal or meridional magnetic elds, either in their dipolar or quadrupolar forms, have l i n k age with strong toroidal or azimuthal elds, leading to nite magnetic helicity.
One simple yet important question arises: how exactly is magnetic helicity a ected by the dynamo process? Can magnetic helicity of the large-scale eld be created by the dynamo process or merely be transported across space? Motivated by T aylor's conjecture, early studies 12 showed that the e ect only transports helicity of the large-scale eld across space without a ecting the total helicity, as supported by laboratory measurements 13 . However, a contradicting conclusion was drawn in a recent study 14 , which showed that the e ect locally converts helicity from the turbulent eld to the mean eld, as supported by statistical and numerical studies on inverse helicity cascading to large scales 15,16 . Answers to the questions raised by this contradiction are in demand since they would reveal the nature of the dynamo e ects and clarify the e ectiveness or limitations of the magnetic helicity concept in determining the evolution of solar and laboratory plasmas in which the the dynamo process plays a role.
In this Letter, it is shown that both conclusions, i.e. creation or transport of the largescale magnetic helicity b y t h e e ect, are valid depending on the nature of the turbulence which drives the dynamo e ect. When the turbulence is electromagnetic, the e ect converts helicity from the turbulent, small-scale eld to the mean, large-scale eld. On the other hand, when the turbulence is electrostatic or due to the electron diamagnetic e ect, the e ect transports the mean-eld helicity across space without dissipation. In all cases, however, the e ect strictly conserves the total helicity except for a battery e ect which vanishes in the limit of magnetohydrodynamics MHD. Implications for astrophysical situations, especially for the solar dynamo, are discussed.
In order to include other possible dynamo e ects in a plasma, we revisit the mean-eld electrodynamics 5 using the generalized Ohm's law ignoring the electron inertial term 17 P e e b = e n, i s t h e contribution from the turbulent electron diamagnetic drift r e P e B which is an electron uid e ect in the two-uid framework diamagnetic dynamo. We note that although both MHD and diamagnetic dynamo e ects have actually been detected in the laboratory 19,20 , only the MHD dynamo e ect has been studied in most dynamo theories and simulations. In general, the electric eld can be split further into a curl-free part and a divergence-free part, often called electrostatic"and electromagnetic", respectively: E = ,r , @A=@t where A is the vector potential of the magnetic eld B and is the electrostatic potential.
Then the turbulent dynamo EMF, Eq.5, can be rewritten as where the rst three terms correspond to e ects due to electrostatic, electromagnetic, and electron diamagnetic turbulence, respectively. W e shall see below t h a t t h e t ype of turbulence is crucial in assessing e ects of dynamo action on the magnetic helicity.
The de nition 21 of magnetic helicity 10 K contained in a volume V is given by K = where V is enclosed by the surface S. T h e i n tegral under the volume integration represents the volume rate of change of helicity, while the integral under the surface integration represents ux of helicity across the surface. We note that only the volume integration term can possibly create or destroy helicity, and the surface integration terms merely transport helicity across space without a ecting the total helicity. In the aforementioned mean-eld electrodynamics, the mean helicity K is the sum of the helicity in the mean eld, K m = R A BdV , and the helicity in the turbulent eld, K t = The turbulent EMF appears as the second terms on the RHS of these equations but with opposite signs. It might be concluded that the dynamo e ects would generate the same amount of helicity but with opposite signs in the mean eld and the turbulent eld 14 . However, this may not be the case depending on the nature of the turbulence. By the use of Eq.6, after cancellation and rearrangement of some terms, we obtain The role of the turbulent dynamo in magnetic helicity e v olution depends critically on the nature of the turbulence. In the case of electromagnetic turbulence, i.e. e v e is driven by an inductive electric eld which i s d i v ergence-free, the dynamo e ect generates the same amount of helicity in both the mean and turbulent elds but with opposite signs, as seen from term A of the above equations. In the case of electrostatic or electron diamagnetic turbulence, i.e. e v e is driven by an electrostatic eld or an electron pressure gradient which are curl-free, the dynamo action does not a ect the turbulent h e l i c i t y but merely transports the mean-eld helicity across space, as seen from the terms E and F in Eq.8. We note that in order for terms E and F to have a net e ect on the mean-eld helicity, the electrons must be non-adiabatical, i.e. e e =T e 6 = e n=n, a condition often satis ed in laboratory plasmas which are driven away from thermal equilibrium.
Despite the long history of the dynamo problem, there are no generally accepted theories on the nature of the turbulence which drives dynamo EMF's. It also has not been investigated numerically. Experimentally, h o wever, it has been measured by probe techniques that the turbulence responsible for the observed -e ect in laboratory Reversed-Field Pinch RFP plasmas is predominantly electrostatic 19 or electron diamagnetic 20 . In either case, the dynamo e ect causes helicity transport in the mean eld without e ects on the turbulent eld, which is consistent with theories 12 . Helicity transport due to the turbulent dynamo also has been veri ed experimentally 13 . Figure 1 shows an example of measured helicity ux induced by the electrostatic turbulence together with the measured -e ect in an RFP plasma. Both measurements thin lines agree well with the predictions thick lines from the rest of the terms in Ohm's law and the helicity balance equation, indicating that the electrostatic turbulence alone is responsible for both dynamo action and helicity transport.
In the case of astrophysical dynamos, however, there is no observational evidence on the nature of the responsible turbulence. Such k n o wledge would have great implications on the role of dynamo action in the evolution of magnetic helicity. A good example under hot debate is the solar dynamo problem and its relationship with the observed twisted eld lines hence the helicity on the solar surface 26,27 and even in the solar wind 7 . It has been found that one sign of the observed helicity appears preferentially on one hemisphere while the opposite sign appears preferentially on the other hemisphere. Naturally, an important question arises about the origin of this helicity preference. A generally accepted argument i s that this helicity preference should originate from the convection zone or even a thin layer at the bottom of the convection zone where the solar dynamo is believed to be operational 28 . If the dynamo turbulence is electromagnetic, magnetic helicity in the large-scale eld will be generated while leaving the same amount of helicity with the opposite sign in the small-scale turbulence, which m a y dissipate locally. On the other hand, if the turbulence is electrostatic or electron diamagnetic, the dynamo action will not a ect helicity in the small-scale eld but will transport or separate the large-scale helicity of one sign to one hemisphere while leaving the opposite helicity in the other hemisphere. After rising to the solar surface via the buoyancy force, these large-scale structures and its associated helicity are constantly removed from the sun by aring. Both mechanisms, helicity c o n version from the small scale to the large scale or helicity separation in the large scale from one hemisphere to the other, can replace the lost helicity continuously. H o wever, the former mechanism conserves magnetic helicity locally in each hemisphere while both hemispheres need to be included for the latter mechanism to conserve helicity.
Despite the lack of theoretical insight, we p o i n t out here a general tendency in which plasma beta , i.e. the ratio of plasma pressure force to magnetic force, may p l a y an important role in determining the nature of the dynamo turbulence. In plasmas where 1, the turbulence is prone to be electrostatic or electron diamagnetic, which is consistent with laboratory measurements in RFP plasmas. Each eld line can have a di erent electrostatic potential or electron pressure P e insulated by the strong magnetic eld, leading to notable gradients in the perpendicular direction. On the other hand, in plasmas where 1, the turbulence becomes less electrostatic or electron diamagnetic due to diminishing magnetic insulation in the perpendicular direction and becomes more electromagnetic since the eld lines tend to be pushed around by a m uch larger plasma pressure. This conjecture is supported by a general tendency of reduction of dimensionality" 29 , in which isotropic 3D turbulence reduces to anisotropic, 2D turbulence when a strong large-scale magnetic eld is introduced.
In contrast to the low-beta plasmas in the laboratory, astrophysical plasmas with an active dynamo usually have a b e t a m uch larger than unity. In addition to the aforementioned solar dynamo, similar situations exist for cases of the geodynamo 30 and the galactic dynamo 31,2 . The aforementioned conjecture would predict a local conversion process of magnetic helicity b y dynamo action from the turbulent eld to the mean eld. Both helicities contained in the turbulent and mean elds can be either dissipated due to a nite resistivity or transported out of the dynamo region through terms D and G in Eqs.8 and 9. Clearly, a detailed study of the nature of the dynamo turbulence for each speci c astrophysical situation is beyond the scope of this Letter, but it certainly warrants further investigations not only theoretically and numerically but also observationally and experimentally.
Regardless of the nature of the dynamo turbulence, the total helicity K m + K t is always conserved as per Eqs.8 and 9. This can be shown more rigorously by substituting the generalized Ohm's law E q . 1 i n to the rst term on the RHS of Eq. B=edV for which both nite gradients in density and electron temperature of course also in electron pressure along the eld line are necessary conditions to change the total helicity. However, we note that such parallel gradients, especially r k T e , are very small owing to fast electron ow along the eld lines with a few exceptions such as in laserproduced plasmas 32 . Such e ects, often called the battery e ect 1 , provide only a seed for magnetic eld to grow in a dynamo process and, of course, it can be accompanied by small but nite magnetic helicity. In the limit of MHD in which no parallel gradients allowed, dynamo action strictly conserves the total helicity. This result is consistent with the observation that the helicity is approximately conserved during magnetic relaxation 13 in the RFP plasmas. In summary, it has been shown that the e ect of turbulent dynamos on magnetic helicity depends critically on the nature of the turbulence. When the turbulence is electromagnetic, the e ect converts helicity from the turbulent, small-scale eld to the mean, large-scale eld. On the other hand, when the turbulence is electrostatic or due to the electron diamagnetic e ect, the e ect transports the mean-eld helicity across space without dissipation. Both mechanisms can explain the observed helicity preference of large-scale magnetic structures on the solar surface but they conserve h e l i c i t y i n d i e r e n t w ays. Based on laboratory observations of turbulent dynamos in RFP plasmas, it is conjectured heuristically that plasma beta plays an important role in determining the nature of the turbulence; i.e. turbulent o w is driven by curl-free electrostatic electric eld or electron pressure gradient when 1 a n d b y divergence-free electromagnetic electric eld when 1. In all cases, however, dynamo processes conserve total helicity except for a small battery e ect which v anishes in the MHD limit. This is consistent with the observation that helicity i s approximately conserved during laboratory magnetic relaxation. Detailed understanding of dynamo turbulence and its e ects on magnetic helicity a wait further investigations not only by theories and numerical simulations but also by o b s e r v ations in space and well-controlled laboratory experiments.
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